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Women in Ancient Greece 2012-05-31

a rich collection of source material on women in the ancient greek world including literary rhetorical philosophical and legal

sources and papyri and inscriptions

Sport and Recreation in Ancient Greece 1987-10-29

aimed at readers of all levels from student to classics buff to serious scholars this sourcebook looks at sport and recreation in

ancient greece through translated accounts of ancient greek and latin authors it examines such diversions as the ancient

olympic games athletic clothing women in sports dining dancing and fishing sport and recreation in ancient greece offers a

wide range of topics geared to students interests new translations into readable english that facilitate their introduction to the

subject and a rich assortment of illustrations the questions following each translation help students understand the passages

while the presentation of contradictory evidence challenges them to evaluate different points of view both in the study of

ancient culture and in their own daily lives successfully tested in college classrooms for a ten years this book provides an

excellent springboard for the study of ancient greek history classical literature or sports history

Warfare in Ancient Greece 2002-06

warfare in ancient greece assembles a wide range of source material and introduces the latest scholarship on the greek

experience of war the author has carefully selected key texts many of them not previously available in english and provided

them with comprehensive commentaries for the greek polis warfare was a more usual state of affairs than peace the

documents assembled here recreate the social and historical framework in which ancient greek warfare took place over a

period of more than a thousand years from the homeric age to alexander the great special attention is paid to the attitudes

and feelings of the greeks towards defeated people and captured cities complete with notes index and bibliography warfare in

ancient greece will provide students of ancient and military history with an unprecedented survey of relevant materials

Warfare in Ancient Greece 1996

in this comprehensive and accessible sourcebook ilias arnaoutoglou presents a collection of ancient greek laws which are

situated in their legal and historical contexts and are elucidated with relevant selections from greek literature and epigraphical

testimonies a wide area of legislative activity in major and minor greek city states ranging from delphoi and athens in

mainland greece to gortyn in crete olbia in south russia and aegean cities including ephesos samos and thasos is covered

ilias arnaoutoglou divides legislation into three main areas the household marriage divorce inheritance adoption sexual

offences and personal status the market place trade finance sale coinage and leases the state constitution legislative process

public duties colonies building activities naval forces penal regulations religion politics and inter state affairs dr arnaoutoglou

explores the significance of legislation in ancient greece the differences and similarities between ancient greek legislation and

legislators and their modern counterparts and also provides fresh translations of the legal documents themselves
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Ancient Greek Laws 2008-02-21

political activity and political thinking began in the cities and other states of ancient greece and terms such as tyranny

aristocracy oligarchy democracy and politics itself are greek words for concepts first discussed in greece rhodes presents in

translation a selection of texts illustrating the formal mechanisms and informal workings of the greek states in all their variety

from the states described by homer out of which the classical greeks believed their states had developed through the archaic

period which saw the rise and fall of tyrants and the gradual broadening of citizen bodies to the classical period of the fifth

and fourth centuries rhodes also looks beyond that to the hellenistic and roman periods in which the greeks tried to preserve

their way of life in a world of great powers for this second edition the book has been thoroughly revised and three new

chapters added

The Greek City States 2007

since the publication of foucault s history of sexuality the volume of classical scholarship on gender sexuality and the body

has steadily increased in tandem with the expansion of these topics in other areas of the humanities this volume will provide

readers with a substantial selection of primary sources documenting sexualities sexual behaviors and perceptions of sex

sexuality gender and the body among people in the ancient greco roman world the coverage will begin with homer in the

eighth century bce and will focus most heavily on classical greece and rome from the republic to the early empire though

sources reflecting societal changes in later antiquity and a selection of jewish and christian readings will also be included

authors will include hippocrates plato aristotle galen ovid and plutarch with each chapter including one or two substantial focal

readings the materials will include poetry history oratory medical and philosophical writings letters and inscriptions both public

and private

Greek and Roman Sexualities: A Sourcebook 2012-09-06

modern western education finds its origins in the practices systems and schools of the ancient greeks and romans it is in the

field of education in fact that classical antiquity has exerted one of its clearest influences on the modern world yet the story of

greek and roman education extending from the eighth century b c into the middle ages is familiar in its details only to

relatively few specialists containing nearly 300 translated texts and documents greek and roman education a sourcebook is

the first book to provide readers with a large diverse and representative sample of the primary evidence for ancient greek and

roman education a special feature of this sourcebook is the inclusion not only of the fundamental texts for the study of the

subject but also unfamiliar sources that are of great interest but are not easily accessible including inscriptions on stone and

greek papyri from egypt introductions to each chapter and to each selection provide the guidance which readers need to set

the historical periods themes and topics into meaningful contexts fully illustrated and including extensive suggestions for

further reading together with an index of passages explored students will have no further need for any other sourcebook on

greek and roman education
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Greek and Roman Education 2009

this highly acclaimed collection the first sourcebook on ancient women and now in its fourth edition provides a unique look

into the public and private lives and legal status of greek and roman women the texts represent women of all social classes

from public figures remembered for their deeds or misdeeds to priestesses poets and intellectuals to working women such as

musicians wet nurses and prostitutes to homemakers the editors have selected texts from hard to find sources such as

inscriptions papyri and medical treatises many of which have not previously been translated into english the resulting

compilation is both an invaluable aid to research and a clear guide through this complex subject the brand new design of the

fourth edition integrates the third edition s appendix and adds many new and unusual texts and images as well as such

student friendly features as a map and chapter overviews many notes and explanations have been revised with the non

classicist in mind its readings cover women s legal status domestic conditions health issues and relations with other people

the emphasis throughout is not so much on what ancient writers thought about women as on what women actually did both

within the home and outside it from their intellectual achievements benefactions and religious roles to humble jobs and acts of

physical and moral courage

Women's Life in Greece and Rome 2016-07-28

greek religion a sourcebook provides an introduction to the fundamentals of ancient greek religious beliefs and rituals through

a rich collection of ancient source readings the translations draw from the focus classical library sources as well as new

translations by the author and other outstanding scholars chapters cover such topics as ancient magic mystery cults

divination and festivals illustrated throughout with photos and maps this book is designed as a companion to valerie warrior s

roman religion a sourcebook

Greek Religion 2008-12-15

important primary texts on homosexuality in ancient greece and rome are translated into modern explicit english and collected

together in this comprehensive sourcebook covering an extensive period the volume includes writings by plato sappho

aeschines catullus and juvenal

A Source Book of Greek History 1907

in this volume the authors translate and annotate key passages from ancient authors to provide a history and an analysis of

the origins and development of technology among the topics covered are energy basic mechanical devices agriculture food

processing and diet mining and metallurgy construction and hydraulic engineering household industry transport and trade

military technology the sourcebook presents 150 ancient authors and a diverse range of literary genres such as the

encyclopedic natural histories of pliny the elder the poetry of homer and hesiod the philosophy of plato aristotle and lucretius

and the agricultural treatise of varro humphrey oleson and sherwood provide a comprehensive and accessible collection of

rich and varied sources to illustrate and elucidate the beginnings of technology glossaries of technological terminology indices

of authors and subjects introductions outlining the general significance of the evidence notes to explain the specific details

and a recent bibliography make this volume a valuable research and teaching tool
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Homosexuality in Greece and Rome 2003-05-12

ancient greek religion historical sources in translation presents a wide range of documents relating to the religious world of

the ancient greeks from the earliest surviving literature to around the end of the fourth century bce presents a wide range of

documents relating to the religious world of the ancient greeks from the earliest surviving literature to around the end of the

fourth century bce provides extensive background information for readers with no previous knowledge of classical studies

brings together new and rare passages for comparison with occasional new interpretations to appeal to professionals offers a

variety of less frequently examined material and looks at familiar texts in new ways includes the use of extensive cross

referencing to indicate the interconnectedness of different aspects of religious practice and thought includes the most

comprehensive commentary and updated passages available in a single volume

Greek and Roman Technology: A Sourcebook 2003-10-04

this volume presents a wide range of literary and epigraphic sources on the history of the world s first democracy offering a

comprehensive survey of the key themes and principles of athenian democratic culture beginning with the mythical origins of

athenian democracy under theseus and describing the historical development of athens democratic institutions through solon

s reforms to the birth of democracy under cleisthenes the book addresses the wider cultural and social repercussions of the

democratic system concluding with a survey of athenian democracy in the hellenistic and roman age all sources are

presented in translation with full annotation and commentary and each chapter opens with an introduction to provide

background and direction for readers sources include material by aristotle homer aristophanes herodotus thucydides cicero

tacitus and many others the volume also includes an a z of key terms an annotated bibliography with suggestions for further

reading in the primary sources as well as modern critical works on athenian democracy and a full index

Ancient Greek Religion 2009-10-19

political activity and political thinking began in the cities and other states of ancient greece and terms such as tyranny

aristocracy oligarchy democracy and politics itself are greek words for concepts first discussed in greece rhodes presents in

translation a selection of texts illustrating the formal mechanisms and informal workings of the greek states in all their variety

from the states described by homer out of which the classical greeks believed their states had developed through the archaic

period which saw the rise and fall of tyrants and the gradual broadening of citizen bodies to the classical period of the fifth

and fourth centuries rhodes also looks beyond that to the hellenistic and roman periods in which the greeks tried to preserve

their way of life in a world of great powers for this second edition the book has been thoroughly revised and three new

chapters added

Athenian Democracy: A Sourcebook 2014-12-18

the period of egyptian history from its rule by the macedonian ptolemaic dynasty to its incorporation into the roman and

byzantine empires has left a wealth of evidence for the lives of ordinary men and women texts often personal letters written

on papyrus and other materials objects of everyday use and funerary portraits have survived from the graeco roman period of

egyptian history but much of this unparalleled resource has been available only to specialists because of the difficulty of
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reading and interpreting it now eleven leading scholars in this field have collaborated to make available to students and other

non specialists a selection of over three hundred texts translated from greek and egyptian as well as more than fifty

illustrations documenting the lives of women within this society from queens to priestesses property owners to slave girls from

birth through motherhood to death each item is accompanied by full explanatory notes and bibliographical references

The Greek City States 2007-04-26

this sourcebook contains numerous original translations of ancient poetry inscriptions and documents all of which illuminate

the multifaceted nature of sexuality in antiquity the detailed introduction provides full social and historical context for the

sources and guides students on how to use the material most effectively themes such as marriage prostitution and same sex

attraction are presented comparatively with material from the greek and roman worlds shown side by side this approach

allows readers to interpret the written records with a full awareness of the different context of these separate but related

societies commentaries are provided throughout focusing on vocabulary and social and historical context this is the first major

sourcebook on ancient sexuality it will be of particular use on related courses in classics ancient history and gender studies

Women and Society in Greek and Roman Egypt 1998-11-26

the essential collection of source materials on the lives of women in the ancient world now in its fourth edition this highly

acclaimed sourcebook examines the public and private lives and legal status of greek and roman women the texts represent

women of all social classes from public figures remembered for their deeds or misdeeds to priestesses poets and intellectuals

to working women such as musicians wet nurses and prostitutes to homemakers the editors have selected texts from hard to

find sources such as inscriptions papyri and medical treatises many of which have not previously been translated into english

the resulting compilation is both an invaluable aid to research and a clear guide through this complex subject building on the

third edition s appendix of updates the fourth adds many new and unusual texts and images as well as such student friendly

features as a map and chapter overviews many notes and explanations have been revised with the non classicist in mind

Sexuality in Greek and Roman Society and Literature 2005

this book was designed for students transitioning from the study of greek grammar to translation of texts it was developed in

classroom use for classroom use in the context of an integrated great books program in liberal arts and sciences it is meant

for students not only of classics but more for students of humanities interested in direct engagement of primary sources each

greek text offered for translation was chosen for its theoretical interest as well as the interest of its greek the selections of

greek literature offered in this sourcebook are wide ranging the indisputable standard of excellence for classicists is of course

the attic dialect of athens in its glory however this sourcebook is meant for students of liberal arts and sciences whose

interests range far more widely thus it does not hesitate to extend not only backward to the archaic greek of homer but also

forward to the koine greek of the alexandrian and roman empires greek works were chosen for being seminal to western

thinking today chosen to give students of western arts and sciences introductions to its greek sources naturally greek

grammar is taught to the newcomer analytically and sequentially but the continuing student needs to synthesize these

distended enumerations of elements and principles accordingly grammatical synopses are not appended as reference tables

but placed front and center as objects of study the grammar tables offer synoptic views of integral parts of greek grammar to
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show the form and logic of the whole part of speech or part of a sentence on the basis of these tables detailed grammatical

notes and commentary appended to greek selections that follow are tailored for continuing students

The Greek City States 1986

first published in 1990 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Women's Life in Greece and Rome 2016-08-01

we all want to understand the world around us and the ancient greeks were the first to try and do so in a way we can

properly call scientific their thought and writings laid the essential foundations for the revivals of science in medieval baghdad

and renaissance europe now their work is accessible to all with this invaluable introduction to c 100 scientific authors active

from 320 bce to 230 ce the book begins with an outline of a new socio political model for the development and decline of

greek science followed by eleven chapters that cover the main disciplines the science which the greeks saw as fundamental

mathematics astronomy astrology and geography mechanics optics and pneumatics the non mathematical sciences of

alchemy biology medicine and psychology each chapter contains an accessible introduction on the origins and development

of the topic in question and all the authors are set in context with brief biographies

A Sourcebook for Ancient Greek 2022-09-09

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we

know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states

you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work

scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available

to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this

knowledge alive and relevant

Athenian Politics C800-500 BC 2002-11

pericles greece s greatest statesman and the leader of its golden age created the parthenon and championed democracy in

athens and beyond centuries of praise have endowed him with the powers of a demigod but what did his friends associates

and fellow citizens think of him in pericles a sourcebook and reader stephen v tracy visits the fifth century b c to find out tracy

compiles and translates the scattered elusive primary sources relating to pericles he brings athens s political atmosphere to

life with archaeological evidence and the accounts of those close to pericles including thucydides aristophanes herodotus

protagoras sophocles lysias xenophon plato and plutarch readers will discover pericles as a formidable politician a persuasive

and inspiring orator and a man full of human contradictions

Greek Science of the Hellenistic Era 2013-02-01

a companion volume to the highly successful and widely used ancient greece this sourcebook is a valuable resource for

students at all levels studying ancient rome lynda garland and matthew dillon present an extensive range of material from the
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early republic to the assassination of julius caesar providing a comprehensive coverage of all important documents pertaining

to the roman republic ancient rome includes source material on political developments in the roman republic 509 44 bc

detailed chapters on social phenomena such as roman religion slavery and freedmen women and the family and the public

face of rome clear precise translations of documents taken not only from historical sources but also from inscriptions laws and

decrees epitaphs graffiti public speeches poetry private letters and drama concise up to date bibliographies and

commentaries for each document and chapter a definitive collection of source material on the roman republic all students of

ancient rome and classical studies will find this textbook invaluable at all levels of study

A Source Book of Greek History 2022-10-27

this highly acclaimed collection provides a unique look into the public and private lives and legal status of greek and roman

women of all social classes from wet nurses prostitutes and gladiatrixes to poets musicians intellectuals priestesses and

housewives the third edition adds new texts to sections throughout the book vividly describing women s sentiments and

circumstances through readings on love bereavement and friendship as well as property rights breast cancer female

circumcision and women s roles in ancient religions including christianity and pagan cults

Pericles 2009-05-11

this sourcebook includes a rich and accessible selection of roman original sources in translation ranging from the regal period

through republican and imperial rome to the late empire and the coming of christianity from roman goddesses to mortal

women imperial women to slaves and prostitutes the volume brings new perspectives to the study of roman women s lives

literary sources comprise works by livy catullus ovid juvenal and many others suggestions for further reading a general

bibliography and an index of ancient authors and works are also included

Women and Society in Greek and Roman Egypt 1998

in recent decades there has been extensive research on greek mathematics that has considerably enlarged the scope of this

area of inquiry traditionally greek mathematics has referred to the axiomatic work of archimedes apollonius and others in the

first three centuries bce however there is a wide body of mathematical work that appeared in the eastern mediterranean

during the time it was under greek influence from approximately 400 bce to 600 ce which remains under explored in the

existing scholarship this sourcebook provides an updated look at greek mathematics bringing together classic greek texts with

material from lesser known authors as well as newly uncovered texts that have been omitted in previous scholarship the book

adopts a broad scope in defining mathematical practice and as such includes fields such as music optics and architecture it

includes important sources written in languages other than greek in the eastern mediterranean area during the period from

400 bce to 600 ce which show some influence from greek culture it also includes passages that highlight the important role

mathematics played in philosophy pedagogy and popular culture the book is organized topically chapters include arithmetic

plane geometry astronomy and philosophy literature and education within each chapter the translated texts are organized

chronologically the book weaves together ancient commentary on classic greek works with the works themselves to show

how the understanding of mathematical ideas changed over the centuries
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Ancient Rome 2013-10-28

this volume contains numerous original translations of ancient poetry inscriptions and documents all of which illuminate the

multifaceted nature of sexuality in antiquity the detailed introduction provides full social and historical context for the sources

and guides students on how to use the material most effectively themes such as marriage prostitution and same sex

attraction are presented comparatively with material from the greek and roman worlds shown side by side this approach

allows readers to interpret the written records with a full awareness of the different context of these separate but related

societies commentaries are provided throughout focusing on vocabulary and social and historical context this is the first major

sourcebook on ancient sexuality it will be of particular use on related courses in classics ancient history and gender studies

Women's Life in Greece & Rome 1992

with fresh new translations and extensive introductions and annotations this sourcebook provides an inclusive and integrated

view of greek history from homer to alexander the great new translations of original sources are contextualized by insightful

introductions and annotations includes a range of literary artistic and material evidence from the homeric archaic and classical

ages focuses on important developments as well as specific themes to create an integrated perspective on the period links

the political and social history of the greeks to their intellectual accomplishments includes an up to date bibliography of

seminal scholarship an accompanying website offers additional evidence and explanations as well as links to useful online

resources

Women in Ancient Rome 2013-07-18

excerpt from a source book of greek history during the past fifteen years the question of the use of sources in the teaching of

history in secondary schools has occupied somewhat constantly the attention of history teachers and has given rise to a

considerable controversial literature the discussion has evidently passed through a first stage and one thing at least seems to

be settled it is the opinion of the best trained teachers of history the country over that historical sources should be used in the

secondary schools that the publishers of text books believe that there is a demand for this kind of material and that the

demand is likely to increase is demonstrated by the number of source books issued in the last few years another proof of the

change that has come over the teaching of history is found in the recent historical narratives intended for secondary schools

and in revised editions of old texts in all of these books a prominent place is given to references to the sources if the

question shall sources be used may be regarded as settled in the affirmative the further question how shall sources be used

is still a matter of controversy the common practice is to use them as collateral reading or as illustrative material in regard to

the benefits derived from this use of source material there is no difference of opinion it is only when the possibility of doing

something more than simply substitute sources for secondary narratives in the assignment of collateral reading the

possibilityof doing something with sources that cannot be done with secondary narratives is pointed out it is only then that the

trouble begins about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at

forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art

technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged

copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
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however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve

the state of such historical works

Sourcebook in the Mathematics of Ancient Greece and the Eastern Mediterranean

2024

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we

know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you

will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important

libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and

possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate

has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred

pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved

reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you

for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Ancient Greek Philosophy 1984

the culture of animals in antiquity provides students and researchers with well chosen and clearly presented ancient sources

in translation some well known others undoubtedly unfamiliar but all central to a key area of study in ancient history the part

played by animals in the cultures of the ancient mediterranean it brings new ideas to bear on the wealth of evidence literary

historical and archaeological which we possess for the experiences and roles of animals in the ancient world offering a broad

picture of ancient cultures in the mediterranean as part of a wider ecosystem the volume is on an ambitious scale it covers a

broad span of time from the sacred animals of dynastic egypt to the imagery of the lamb in early christianity and of region

from the fallow deer introduced and bred in roman britain to the asiatic lioness and her cubs brought as a gift by the elamites

to the great king of persia this sourcebook is essential for anyone wishing to understand the role of animals in the ancient

world and support learning for one of the fastest growing disciplines in classics

Sexuality in Greek and Roman Literature and Society 2004-04-30

a sourcebook in translation covering the history of greece from archaic times through to the rise of philip of macedon sources

translated are mainly the greek historians themselves

Ancient Greece from Homer to Alexander 2011-04-25

interest in food and drink as an academic discipline has been growing significantly in recent years this sourcebook is a unique

asset to many courses on food as it offers a thematic approach to eating and drinking in antiquity for classics courses

focusing on ancient social history to introductory courses on the history of food and drink as well as those offerings with a

strong sociological or anthropological approach this volume provides an unparalleled compilation of essential source material

the chronological scope of the excerpts extends from homer in the eighth century bce to the roman emperor constantine in
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the fourth century ce each thematic chapter consists of an introduction along with a bibliography of suggested readings

translated excerpts are then presented accompanied by an explanatory background paragraph identifying the author and

context of each passage most of the evidence is literary but additional sources inscriptional legal and religious are also

included

A Source Book of Greek History 2015-06-25

Greek Religion 2009-01

SOURCE BK OF GREEK HIST 2016-08-27

The Culture of Animals in Antiquity 2018-01-09

Miracles in Greco-Roman Antiquity 1999

Archaic and Classical Greece 1983-01-13

Food and Drink in Antiquity: A Sourcebook 2014-11-20
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